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Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month recognizes
Asian Pacific Americans

2008

By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

A

1978 joint congressional resolution established Asian/Pacific
American Heritage Week to be
observed in May, a time chosen
to coincide with two important anniversaries: the arrival in the United States of the
first Japanese immigrants on May 7, 1843,
and the completion of the transcontinental
railroad on May 10, 1869. In 1992, Congress
expanded the observance to a month long
celebration.
Asian Pacific American (APA) Heritage
Month honors the achievements of American ethnic groups with roots in Asia and the
Pacific Islands and recognizes their contributions to the United States. The U.S. Census Bureau lists more than 25 such groups
-- Vietnamese, Chinese, Filipinos, Indian,
Pakistani, Korean, Japanese, Cambodian,
Laotian, Indonesian, Thai, Burmese, Malaysian, Taiwanese, Sri Lanka, Bangladeshi,
and native Hawaiians, Polynesians, New
Zealanders and Australians. As Americans,
they contribute to the strength of the United
States, help shape its future and share in its
promise and opportunity.
According to 2000 U.S. Census Bureau
statistics, approximately 13.5 percent of
U.S. residents say they are Asian or Asian in
combination with one or more other races.
Hawaii is the U.S. state where Asians make
up the highest proportion of the total population (58 percent) but, like most other ethnic
groups, Americans with Asian or Pacific Island heritages reside throughout the United
States. An article on page 14 separately lists
Minnesota’s Asian population.
This annual celebration is one of the
ways in which the United States can create some awareness and recognizes the
contributions of Asian/Pacific Americans
to our nation. This year’s theme, “Pursuing
Excellence Through Leadership, Diversity
and Unity,” acknowledges the many nations
and ethnicities that Asian/Pacific Americans
represent and their strength and courage
that has helped shape America’s character
and identity.
Asian Americans and non-Asians can
celebrate by eating at Asian restaurants or
attending one of numerous APA Heritage
events organized by many of their local
Asian American community organizations
where they can taste the different foods
from various Asian countries, watch cultural
performances and learn more about Asian
American history and culture.
To celebrate APA Heritage Month,
ChinaInsight, in collaboration with the
Chinese Heritage Foundation, is presenting “A Passage to China…an interactive
journey” on May 17, 2008 at Southdale’s
Center Court in Edina, MN. Complete
details are available on the back cover of
the paper. Come and learn about China’s
history, have fun and show your support of
the Chinese community. 
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Greetings:
To celebrate Asian Pacific American Heritage Month, ChinaInsight is pleased to be collaborating with
the Chinese Heritage Foundation to present A Passage to China at the Center Court of Southdale Mall in
Edina, MN. Complete details on the event are listed on the back page of the paper and we cordially invite
you to attend this free event that will include over 30 local Chinese organizations, listed on page 3, that will
provide you with an interactive journey through China—and you won’t even have to pack a suitcase or get
on an airplane.
Since this may be the first time some of you may be reading ChinaInsight, we would like to provide some
background on the newspaper.
ChinaInsight was started in 2001 and is an independent, locally-owned company that is headquartered
in Minnesota. It is the only English-language American newspaper to focus exclusively on building a bridge
between the United States and the People’s Republic of China. Our goal is to develop a mutual understanding
of each other’s culture and business environment by fostering U.S.-China cultural and business harmony.
In each monthly issue, we may include articles on such diverse topics as business, culture, government,
travel, education, finance, language, lifestyle, science and technology, sports and local Chinese events.
These articles may be written by our own staff writers or reprinted from other sources to ensure that we
provide a variety of views and perspectives as to what is happening in these areas. Although we depend on
advertising to support our efforts, none of this would be possible without the dedication of our staff which is
comprised of volunteers.
In addition to publishing the newspaper, ChinaInsight promotes or sponsors events that foster U.S.-China
cultural and business harmony. As part of its commitment to be civic-minded and proactive in the community, ChinaInsight has supported/sponsored events held by the China Center, CAAM Dance Theater, Asia
Media Access, Dragon Festival and now with the Chinese Heritage Foundation.
As mentioned earlier, ChinaInsight focuses on two facets of coverage: business and culture. On the
business side, the newspaper concentrates on businesses and business leaders with connections to China.
On the culture side, we focus on all readers regardless of heritage, with an interest in understanding some
aspect of China. The individual on whom we focus is English-speaking Chinese who wants to develop a
better understanding of the U.S. and also Americans with an interest in China. Our goal is to satisfy the
needs of these two diverse groups that form a large, well-educated audience.
We estimate that such an audience is in excess of 30,000. Since China now is easily Minnesota’s third
largest trading partner, over 9,000 plus have a direct business involvement, another 6,000 plus are interested
in China’s arts and culture, student interest exceeds 5,000 with an ever-increasing Chinese language education program along with the ethnic Chinese community that numbers over 18,000. Also, since the state of
Minnesota has greater per capita international adoption from China than any other state, we estimate that
adoptive family interest is 3,000 plus.
To expand our reach to this audience, we are constantly improving our Web site at www.chinainsight.
info to provide more timeliness to our content and features such as streaming video so please feel free to
visit us on the internet.
Included in this month’s issue is something we haven’t done before and that is to feature an interview
with someone running for a political office. Since there is a a strong movement by voters in this country
demanding changes, we were able to find a candidate that is campaigning on making changes, without
any political experience and definitely not a career politician. We decided to interview Al Franken exactly for
these reasons and this is not intended as any kind of endorsement by ChinaInsight.
As always, we hope you find ChinaInsight informative and will look to us as a resource for the type of
material we will continue to develop. In the meantime, we cordially invite you to attend A Passage to China
and hope you will stop by and visit with us.
Sincerely,
Gregory J. Hugh
Publisher
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A Passage to China
Participating Organizations
cultural understanding between China and
the U.S.
www.chinainsight.info

China Center, University of
Minnesota

Minnesota Jiang Zhe Folks
Association

Chinese Musical Gallery

Minnesota Minghua Chinese
Schools

China Center is the University of Minnesota's bridge to mainland China, Hong
Kong, and Taiwan. Since 1979, the China
Center has worked to strengthen the bridge
of understanding, friendship, exchange,
and cooperation between U.S. and Chinese
people and cultures.
www.china.center.umn.mn.edu

Asian Pacific Cultural Center

The Asian Pacific Cultural Center mission is to celebrate, promote and foster
understanding of Asian Pacific cultural
heritage.
www.apccmn.org

Arts Midwest

Arts Midwest connects the arts to audiences throughout the nine-state region of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin.
www.artsmidwest.org

Chinese American Association of
Minnesota (CAAM)

CAAM is non-profit and non-partisan
with the mission to provide cultural, educational, recreational and other programs to
promote the cultural heritage and enhance
the quality of life of Chinese Americans in
Minnesota.
www.caam.org

Chinese American Business
Association of Minnesota
(CABAM)

The mission of CABAM is to support
and advocate the interests of its members
and Chinese American business owners in
Minnesota; and to promote business relationships between Minnesota and China.
www.cabam.org

Guzheng or Zither, the instrument used
by Chinese Musical Gallery is one of the
most ancient Chinese instruments with
about 2500 years of history, and the music
will walk audiences from the Southeast to
Northwest China through a musical gallery.
Contact: Mr. Jiaxiang Li,
952-898-0252

Chinese Senior Citizens Society

The Society encourages Chinese seniors
to participate as actively as possible in their
community to increase their socialization
opportunities and to reduce isolation. It
also promotes awareness of the needs of
seniors within the Chinese community, and
facilitates interaction and strengthens ties
with other seniors, thus enhancing east/west
understanding.
Contact: Jennie Hsiao, 612-866-4666

Chinese Social Service Center (CSSC)

Chinese Social Service Center is a
community-based nonprofit organization
committed to support cultural and social
adjustment of Chinese immigrants and
refugees in Minnesota.
Contact: Pearl Bergad,
pbergad@gmail.com

Center for Chinese Culture

The Center for Chinese Culture (3C) is
a community-based, nonprofit organization
that fosters the learning and understanding
of Chinese culture and arts in the United
States. The center offers a variety of educational, arts and cultural programs to Chinese
and other communities in Minnesota.
www.mn3c.org

Chinese-American Information Storage Society – MN

Chinese Asian American forDanSa Ballroom (short name:
CAISS-MN is an organization to in- forDanSa)

crease knowledge in technology, applications, to promote its member social
networking and business opportunities
through education including seminars and
conferences.
www.caiss-mn.org

Chinese Heritage Foundation

The Chinese Heritage Foundation has
been established by members of the local
Chinese community, in cooperation with
The Minneapolis Foundation, to preserve
and to promote the understanding of Chinese history, culture, and heritage among
all Minnesotans.
www.chineseheritagefoundation.org

ChinaInsight

A monthly newspaper printed in English
that is focused on fostering business and

(3) Make friends in Minnesota
(4) Introduce Hunan Culture to USA
Contact e-mail: yanxx03@tc.umn.edu

forDanSa promotes the many benefits
of Latin and Ballroom dance in the Chinese
and Asian American communities.
www.forDanSa.com

East Asian Library at University of
Minnesota

East Asian Library strives to promote and
enhance public access to our comprehensive
collection of materials in various formats
relating to China, Japan and Korea.
http://eastasian.lib.umn.edu/

Hunanese Association of Minnesota
(1) Build bridges between Hunan and
Minnesota
(2) Make strong connections among
Hunanese in Minnesota

Our mission is to enhance culture
exchange between Jiangsu and Zhejiang
provinces and Minnesota, and to strengthen
interaction and friendship among our members.
Contact e-mail: xiaoliang_wang@
hotmail.com

Its mission is to teach Chinese language,
promote Chinese culture, and facilitate
multi-cultural communication and exchanges. The organization currently represents
three member schools: Minnesota Minghua
Central School, Minnesota China Academy,
and Yucai Chinese School.
www.minghuaschool.org

Sun Ray Culture and
Education Service Center

The Sun Ray Culture and Education
Service Center was founded by Ms. Pei
Shen, the internationally renowned artist.
The main purpose of this organization is
to promote the communication, exchange
and cooperation within culture and education aspects between eastern and western
worlds.
Contact: Fred Shen,
Fred_Shen@msn.com

Tsinghua Alumni Association
of Minnesota

The Tsinghua Alumni Association of
Minnesota is created to serve the Tsinghua
alumni and their families and friends living
in the state of Minnesota. TAA-MN has
actively organized seminars, salons, social
gatherings to discuss latest technology
trend, prompt culture/business exchange
between China and U.S.
www.tsinghuamn.org

Minnesota Chinese Dance
Theatre

Minnesota Chinese Dance Theatre
showcases dances from all regions of China.
The school teaches students of all ages and
provides opportunities for all to perform.
MCDT also encourages volunteerism
and promotes the well being of the whole
person.
Contact e-mail: Y9LIU@stthomas.edu

Minhua Chorus

Minhua Chorus is a non-profit and
volunteer driven art organization, whose
missions are to preserve and enhance the
Chinese cultural heritage and promote the
cultural exchange and understanding among
people from different ethnic backgrounds in
Twin Cities Area.
www.minhuachorus.org/index.php

Minnetonka School District

Minnetonka School District has a longstanding positive history teaching Chinese
for over 20 years, and was one of the first
districts in Minnesota to offer Chinese as a
world language.
www.minnetonka.k12.mn.us

Minnesota Trade Office

The Minnesota Trade Office (MTO), an
office within the Department of Employ-

ment and Economic Development (DEED),
is the state agency that provides export assistance to Minnesota companies.
www.exportminnesota.com

U.S.-China Business
Connections

The mission of the U.S. - China Business
connections (UCBC) nonprofit organization
is to provide an educational forum and experiential exchange for small and mid-sized
companies, organizations and individuals
interested in developing or furthering business relationships between the United States
(primarily Minnesota), and China.
www.ucbcgroup.org

US-China Peoples
Friendship Association,
Minnesota Chapter
(USCPFA-MN)

The Minnesota Chapter of USCPFA
(USCPFA-MN) was founded in 1974 and
is a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to developing and maintaining
ties of friendship and mutual understanding between the people of China and the
United States.
www.uscpfa-mn.org

XinXing Academy

XinXing Academy, Hopkins Public
Schools’ Chinese immersion magnet program, opened at Eisenhower Elementary
School in the fall of 2007. XinXing means
New Star in Mandarin Chinese. For the
2008-09 school year, XinXing Academy
will have full-day Kindergarten and First
grade classes.
www.hopkins.k12.mn.us 
Editor’s Note: In addition to the organizations listed above that provided information
for this directory, the following non-profit
organizations will also be participating in
A Passage to China: AdopSource, American Academy of Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine, Association of Minnesota Chinese
Physicians, CAAM Chinese Language
School, Dragon Festival, Global Volunteers,
Minnesota Hua Xia School, Red Thread
Charities, ShanDong Folks Association,
Twin Cities Chinese Dance Theater and
Yinghua Academy. Also, the Tea House and
Jun Bo Restaurants will be offering food and
CIAC Travel will be available to answer
questions on traveling to China.
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An interview with Al Franken
By Albert Leung, Staff Writer
“We need to set room tone,” Al Franken
jokes after asking one of his associates to
prop open the front door to keep the electronic ringer from being picked up while
recording. “I’m proud to say that I’m the
only politician that will remind people to set
their room tone before recording.”
Yes, Al Franken is a politician and he’s
running for U.S. Senator in Minnesota.
No, that’s not a joke so no need to wait for
a punch line. The St. Louis Park-native is
serious in his campaign against Republicanincumbent, Norm Coleman.
While Greg Hugh, publisher, Will Ahern,
director of marketing communications, our
videographer and I waited for Franken to
emerge from the depths of his headquarters
located off of University Ave. SE in St. Paul.
His offices are unexpectedly casual, with a
simple set up. No outlandish furniture, fancy
gizmos or hoity-toity decorations one might
expect a celebrity to outfit their workplace
with. The three of us China Insight staffers
were given the opportunity to meet with
Franken to discuss issues concerning the
Chinese American community. Franken
strolls out, coffee mug in hand wearing a
blue shirt, dark blue suit and blue tie. He’s
also wearing his trademark circular-shaped
spectacles and a big grin.
Walking towards us to greet us, as if unable to resist his natural comedic bravado
that has helped him pioneer a career as
a Saturday Night Live writer, to political
satirist author to radio host, he said hello
to our Caucasian colleagues Will and
the videographer with, “Hey! You’re not
Chinese!”
Greg Hugh sits down with Franken
first.
HUGH: There’s a lot of attention be-

ing paid to China right now because of the
Olympics. Minnesota also recently celebrated twenty-five years [in a Sister City
relationship] with the Shaanxi province in
China. What are some things that you view
might affect U.S. and China’s relationship
and what you would do about that when
elected?
FRANKEN: We have a very complex
relationship with China that reflects just
how complex China is as a country. China is
obviously emerging as a super power. Economically, China is growing 10 percent a
year. I think last year it was over 11 percent.
You see gleaming skyscrapers in Shanghai,
for instance. It has gone from a communist
country to be being a capitalist country
but authoritarian. At the same time of this
economic growth and building military. It
is a very fragile super power. A country
that has protest all the time and about a 130
million people living on less than a dollar
a day. The leaders of the communist party
now, really its only justification is to create economic growth for the country and

its people. There’s a tremendous amount
of pressure to do so. They are constantly
dealing with discontent in the country-side.
You see it as an emerging super power but
it’ average per capita GDP is still very low.
As a military power, it doesn’t have more
than regional capabilities.
We have an enormous trade deficit with
China, which is a big part of our relationship. China also holds a tremendous amount
of our debt. All of this tension seems to be
growing. Sometimes you’re asked where
China is going... I think that is opaque. Not
just for people in American government
but also Chinese government. A lot of their

country, it created so many jobs: It created
the computer industry, it created the internet.
I am so much supportive of math and science
education. My son just graduated in mechanical engineering. I am a big proponent
of pulsing that kind of education.
HUGH: Continuing on the topic of education, Minnesota has been very progressive
in the teaching of Chinese and Mandarin
in the schools. To the extent that there are
quite a few of immersion schools, charter
schools doing that. What is your view on
continuing that vein?

“I decided to run (for Senate) because we can’t
leave this up to career politicians.”
government is being used to hold down civil
strife. People, aside from living in poverty,
are also living in terrible environment conditions. This is a situation that is evolving.
This is 1.3 billion people.
HUGH: There’s a growing concern
over immigration difficulties for foreign
professionals to obtain H1B Visas. There are
discussions about expanding that program to
bring more talent to the United States. This
trend may reflect on U.S. education. As part
of your domestic program, would you like
to improve on education so we don’t have to
rely on foreign students or foreign talent?
FRANKEN: A lot of what you’re talking about with the H1 Visas are involving
engineers and such. America has always
been successful in bringing in talent. I think
for that purpose, I support the H1B Visas. I
think, though, there needs to be more transparency to it. There are some companies
using H1B Visas to bring in workers and
the question is if they’re doing it because
they can’t find Americans to do the job,
or whether they are trying to save money.
If it’s the latter, we shouldn’t be doing it.
Americans, especially in the 80’s and 90’s,
were told if you go to college and master
computers, you’d be set for life. People
were expected to pay for college and put
that on themselves but now their jobs are
outsourced to places like India. I’ve heard
people who have been replaced by people
who get H1 Visas and I think that’s wrong.
A lot of America traditionally brought in the
smartest people in the world and they created jobs here. If you look at Silicon Valley
(Calif.), a lot of the jobs there were created
by immigrants. I support expanding H1 Visas but I am also in support of transparency
to make sure these companies are ethical in
their use of H1 Visas.
You’re right though that we have to expand our math and science programs. When
I was a kid, Sputnik happened. It was 1957
and it scared us because the Soviets had
nuclear weapons and they beat us to space.
We made a huge investment in math and
science education, and math and science
R&D (research & development). I was a
product of that (era). My brother was also
a product of that (era) and he went to MIT
and majored in physics. I was lucky enough
to go to Harvard because I was very good
in math and science. I turned out to be a
comedian but nevertheless, the innovation
that came out of the space program from the

FRANKEN: I think anytime we can get
American students to study other languages
is a boon. I don’t know if you’ve noticed,
but I think you probably have, we have this
thing called ‘globalization.’ Hahaha, and I
think it’s partly because we have these two
oceans. I think it’s a shame. If you go over
to Europe, you see kids that speak multiple
languages very fluently. I have a nephew and
niece in Paris that speak Dutch, German,
French and English. We’re a melting pot
(in the U.S.). We, of all countries, should
be able to have all these people speaking
multiple languages, including obviously
English. We should cultivate the studying
of languages and China will be such an important country in this century. It’d be crazy
not to put emphasis on Chinese.
HUGH: Olympics has drawn a lot of
protests around the world. Is there concern
about U.S. participation?
FRANKEN: I don’t think we’re going
to see a boycott of the Olympics because of
what is happening in Tibet. But the Chinese
are very invested in these Olympics. They
are very proud and this is a signal that China
has emerged. I think we can use the Olympics as leverage to effect Chinese policy on
Tibet. No, we’re not going to boycott but
we can protest, our athletes can wear arm
bands or the President can say something
when he’s over there. There are things that
we can do. It would be nice to use this as a
bargaining chip to get the Chinese government to stop cracking down on Tibet. I’d
love to see this being used as a way to get
the Dali Lama and Chinese talking.
HUGH: In regard to trade issues, I think
in Minnesota’s quarterly statistics China fell
in what was being exported to China. The
trade balance is a concern. I guess the best
way to equalize that we need to be able to
export more goods as opposed to import
more goods.
FRANKEN: Yes, I guess mathematically it works out. But the reason for the trade
deficit is a number of reasons. China is the
place where goods in Asia go to be finished.
Part of the trade deficit to China reflects the
overall trade deficit in Asia. Another reason
is how the Yuan is under valued. That gives
China a tremendous unfair advantage in
trade... if you under value the Yuan, you are
making the Chinese products cheaper than
they should be. The Chinese have also cre-

ated barriers to certain kind of products of
ours. They have also been subsidizing such
as steel and forestry. We should be enforcing fair trade. We should also be creating
products that the Chinese want and need.
One of those, in my mind, is clean energy
technology. China is experiencing a great
deal of environmental devastation. China is
building one coal fired power plant a week.
This is one of the reasons that I’ve argued
that we need, in this country, to develop
clean coal technology as something we can
sell to China.
HUGH: I know that the department of
agriculture is working with Hormel to trade
of all things, turkey. There’s 1.3 billion
consumers right there.
FRANKEN: There are a lot of consumers there. The building of the middle class
there is a building of a perfect storm for
the rise and cost of commodities. Chinese
middle class is eating meat. A lot of it is
pork but that means cost of livestock feed
has gone through the roof.
HUGH: Evidently we’re going through a
period of change in the United States. Your
background is a comedian and writer. Why
have you decided to run for office?
FRANKEN: You’re the first to ask me
that... no, you’re not. To me it’s a very
natural transition. I’ve been a comedian and
comedy writer, as well as a satirist. More and
more I started writing a lot of the political
satire on Saturday Night Live then I started
writing books more pointedly about policy
and subsidies. I also did a radio show that
always dealt with policy and issues.
I decided to run (for Senate) because
we can’t leave this up to career politicians.
I also did not like the direction of where this
country was going in the last seven years. I
think we need to change the political culture
in Washington. We need people who are
willing to stand-up for working families and
special interest groups. We need politicians
and elected officials in Washington who will
say what they mean, stand for something,
fight for what they stand for and not go
all over the place depending on where the
people are. We need someone with a spine.
We need a voice for people who feel like
they don’t have a voice. I want to be that
kind of Senator.
There is a new progressive majority that
has emerged. We’ve seen it in the Democrats
and the turn out in Minnesota. In Minnesota,
which is a caucus state, the previous record
was 65,000 people. They predicted it would
be a record this year and 215,000 DFL’ers
showed up. There is a new progressive majority that has emerged. We know what we
want. Universal healthcare (for example).
We need this in order to balance our trade
deficit. We spend more on healthcare than
any other industrialized country. It’s all in
the price of our products. Secondly, we want
an economy that works for everyone in the
country and not just the special interest and
the super rich. We now have the biggest gap
in income and wealth since the 20’s and
maybe the Gilded Age. We need better trade
agreements. We need to enforce trade agreements. We need to put in labor standards,
environmental standards and safety standards into our trade agreements and enforce
them. There is certainly a problem with that
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in China. We want a green economy that will
create jobs and address global warming and
China fits in there too.
China, like I said, is building one
coal fire power plant a week. We have a
President that completely withdrew from
Kyoto. China and India will not go into a
post-Kyoto or second Kyoto agreement if
they’re looking at the U.S. and the U.S. isn’t
doing it. They’re saying, ‘We’re at the point
of our industrial revolution and economic
growth. When you were at that point, you
were belching greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere.
Our response is that since then we’ve
discovered better ways to do this. We’ve
discovered that there is a problem. China’s
proper response to that is, ‘what are you
doing?’ Well, we have to lead. We have to
lead in the fight against global warming.
China, who I think is forward thinking in
this issue, is waiting for us to lead. I think
in leading, we can develop technologies that
we can sell to China and India and help our
trade imbalance with China. Also, we want
a world class education for all our kids. That
means math and science and languages.
We want to restore our standing in the
world. That means engaging our allies and
advisories. Not only is the crackdown in
Tibet on the table, I think China has been
recalcitrant in Darfur and human rights in
its own country. We have to engage, China,
the rest of the world, China has been very
helpful in (North) Korea. China has been
very helpful in (North) Korea to get them to
back off their nuclear arms production.
HUGH: Looking forward and you are
elected to the Senate, do you have an ideal
committee that you would like to serve in?
FRANKEN: I would like to be the chairman of the China Committee... I’m kidding,
hahaha. There is no such committee. It
was a joke. Foreign relations, I want to be
on healthcare, and labor and pensions. I’d
like to be on, Indian affairs. We have a lot
of American Indians in Minnesota and we
have a historic debt that has yet to be addressed. It must be continually addressed.
I would definitely like to be on energy or
natural resources in the environment. Both
committees are addressing this move to
a green economy which we and much of
the world is moving to. There are so many
committees you would want to be on. If
you’re from Minnesota, you’d like to be on
the Agriculture Committee. Minnesota has
historically had someone on the committee.
Amy Klobuchar is on that committee now
and so is Norm Coleman. When Norm Coleman leaves, there will be a spot open for a
Minnesotan. And I want to be on Veteran
Affairs because I don’t think we’ve done
right with our veterans.
Greg wraps up his time with Franken
and I get to step in for the remaining few
minutes. After having a microphone affixed,
I approach Franken with eagerness. My
delight did not last long. I stepped towards
him, I accidentally step on his foot.
Mortified, I take my seat with my eyes
fixated on his black polished wing-tipped
shoe that I just crushed with my foot. I slow
draw my eyes towards Franken’s face and
utter, “I’m so sorry.” He laughs heartily as if
understanding the hilarity in the unexpected
incident -- small-time kid embarrasses
himself in front of important, well-known,
high-standing man. We share a chuckle and
dive into the questions.
LEUNG: Star Tribune recently reported

politics
an Education Week report that rated Minnesota below average in integrating technology into its school curriculum. As a U.S.
Senator, what can you do to impact that?
FRANKEN: It doesn’t surprise me. Our
Governor has taken the position that we’re
going to have no new taxes in Minnesota.
My argument is that Ronald Regan would
be thrown out of the Republican Party because he raised taxes many times. But as a
result, since integration is relatively new
and we’ve had this governor for a while
and have had a few governors that haven’t
invested in education. It doesn’t surprise
me at all. As a Senator, I’m a huge believer
in science, community and math. Again,
as I was telling Greg, I was a Sputnik kid.
In 1957, Soviets put the first satellite in
space. It scared us because they had nuclear
weapons and they were first in space. So we
invested in science, math, engineering and
R&D and created a tremendous innovations
that led to economic booms. To me we need
to encourage that. I will do everything I can
to encourage that.
LEUNG: Okay, so I have a real hardball question for you. What is your favorite
Chinese food and where do you have to
get that at? Where is your favorite Chinese
restaurant in Minnesota?
FRANKEN: You know, I don’t have a
favorite Chinese restaurant. We order out
from a place near the office. I order hot and
sour soup a lot. So that’s my favorite dish.
Although, I have to say, I am a real sucker
for a great Peking duck. When I went to
China, I got a lot of ducks. I like ducks. You
know though, I don’t like the plum sauce. I
just eat the duck and I like duck skin. And
so our offices are at 2575, what are we...
Southwest University? Yes, Southwest University (Ave.). So if you have a really crisp,
Peking duck (please deliver). I really like it
with salt too. With the sea salt or burnt salt.
So I just like your plain old duck. I love the
crispy skin. All I want is duck.
LEUNG: I think we need to get him
some duck for lunch.
FRANKEN: You know what I liked as
a kid? I grew up in the 50’s and 60’s. The
kind of Chinese food that was here was all
Cantonese. It was just egg foo young and
fried rice. We’d go right at Calhoun. And
that was my favorite. That (restaurant) was
The Nanking.
We would go to Calhoun and I remember
getting my first MSG headache. I’m someone who gets headaches. I get migraines
and stuff like that. But this headache was
different because it didn’t hurt. It just was,
‘Thurt, thrut. Thrut, thrut.’ It was really
weird. Do you remember accent? The seasoning accent? It was just MSG. Americans
would just pour MSG on their anything. But
I remember I just loved egg foo young.
When, I went to college, in Harvard
square there was this place called The Hong
Kong. Franni, my wife, is from Portland,
Maine. She had never had Chinese food.
She had her first Chinese meal at The Hong
Kong. And of course, I got egg foo young
and fried rice. The thing is, it’s still there and
it’s still the same stuff. Whenever we go to
Boston, and my daughter went to Harvard
too, we still go to The Hong Kong.
Watch the interview at
www.chinainsight.info 

Thank you for reading
ChinaInsight
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treating Chinese speakers with dyslexia may
use working memory tasks and tests relating
to sensor-motor skills, while current treatments of English dyslexia focus on lettersound conversions and sound awareness.
He said the underlying cause of brain
structure abnormalities in dyslexia is currently unknown.
"Previous genetic studies suggest that
malformations of brain development are associated with mutations of several genes and
that developmental dyslexia has a genetic
basis," he said in an interview via e-mail.
"We speculate that different genes may
be involved in dyslexia in Chinese and
English readers. In this respect, our brainmapping findings can assist in the search
for candidate genes that cause dyslexia,"
Tan said.
In their paper, the researchers noted that
imaging studies of the brains of dyslexic
children using alphabetic languages like
English have identified unusual function and
structure in the left temporo-parietal areas,
thought to be involved in letter-to-sound
conversions in reading; left middle-superior
temporal cortex, thought to be involved in

Dyslexia affects
different parts of
children's brains
depending on
language, study
shows
By Randolph E. Schmid , Associated Press
Dyslexia affects different parts of children's brains depending on whether they are
raised reading English or Chinese. That finding, reported in [the April 7] online edition
of Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, means that therapists may need to
seek different methods of assisting dyslexic
children from different cultures.
"This finding was very surprising to
us. We had not ever thought that dyslexics'
brains are different for children who read in
English and Chinese," said lead author LiHai Tan, a professor of linguistics and brain
and cognitive sciences at the University of
Hong Kong. "Our finding yields neurobiological clues to the cause of dyslexia."
Millions of children worldwide are affected by dyslexia, a language-based learning disability that can include problems in
reading, spelling, writing and pronouncing
words. The International Dyslexia Association says there is no consensus on the
exact number because not all children are
screened, but estimates range from 8 percent
to 15 percent of students.
Reading an alphabetic language like
English requires different skills than reading Chinese, which relies less on sound
representation, instead using symbols to
represent words.
Past studies have suggested that the
brain may use different networks of neurons
in different languages, but none has suggested a difference in the structural parts of
the brain involved, Tan explained.

Tan's research group studied the brains
of students raised reading Chinese, using
functional magnetic resonance imaging.
They then compared those findings with
similar studies of the brains of students
raised reading English.
Guinevere F. Eden, director of the Center for the Study of Learning at Georgetown
University in Washington, said the process
of becoming a skilled reader changes the
brain.
"Becoming a reader is a fairly dramatic
process for the brain," explained Eden, who
was not part of Tan's research team on this
paper.
For children, learning to read is culturally important but is not really natural, Eden
said, so when the brain orients toward a
different writing system it copes with it
differently.
For example, English-speaking children learn the sounds of letters and how to
combine them into words, while Chinese
youngsters memorize hundreds of symbols
which represent words.
"The implication here is that when we
see a reading disability, we see it in different parts of the brain depending on the
writing system that the child is born into,"
Eden said.
That means, "we cannot just assume that
any dyslexic child is going to be helped by
the same kind of intervention," she said in
a telephone interview.
Tan said the new findings suggest that

www.chinainsight.info
speech sound analysis, and the left inferior temporo-occipital gyrus, which may
function as a quick word-form recognition
system.
When they performed similar imaging
studies on dyslexic Chinese youngsters, on
the other hand, they found disruption in a
different area, the left middle frontal gyrus
region.
The study was funded by the Ministry
of Science and Technology of China, the
Hong Kong Research Grants Council and
the University of Hong Kong.
In a separate paper, published two years
ago, University of Michigan researchers
reported that Asians and North Americans
see the world differently.
Shown a photograph, North American
students of European background paid more
attention to the object in the foreground of a
scene, while students from China spent more
time studying the background and taking in
the whole scene. 
Source: Associated Press
Last update: April 7, 2008 - 10:06 PM

U of M China
Center hosted
annual China Day
for local middleand high-school
students
In its sixth year, China Day brought
nearly 900 middle - and high-school students to the University of Minnesota to
discuss the upcoming summer Olympics in
Beijing and encourage the study of the Chinese language. The China Center, which
hosts the event, brought more students than
any year previous for the event.
The event was held at 9 a.m., Friday, April 18 at Northrop auditorium, 84
Church St. S.E., Minneapolis, and included a variety of presentations ranging from
Chinese culture to the athletes competing
in Beijing.
Students from Blake School, Breck
School, Minneapolis South High School,
Minnetonka High School, St. Paul Central
High School, Wayzata High School, Saint
John's Preparatory School, Highland Park
and Patrick Henry High School attended.
The Office of the President and the
Institute of Global Studies sponsored the

event.
The Program included:
* 9:00 - 9:20 a.m.: Slide show of area
school in Chinese classes
* 9:20 - 10:20 a.m.: Speakers Welcoming, Meredith McQuaid, dean, Office of International Programs; Dr. Yongwei Zhang,
director, China Center
Keynote: Professor Chris Isett and Professor Doug Hartmann discussed the upcoming Olympics in China.
* 10:25 - 11:05 a.m.: Jeopardy, Olympics themed game with five categories:
facts, sports, athletes, culture and venues.
* 11:05 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.: Lunch with
prize drawing and photo exhibit of Chinese
cities.
* 12:20 - 12:40 p.m.: Student representatives from each school discussed their
Chinese projects
* 1:00 p.m: Conclusion 

U of M China Center honors
professor Mahmood Zaidi
Mahmood Zaidi, founding director of
the International Program Office and human
resource and industrial relations professor
at the Carlson School of Management, was
honored recently by the University of Minnesota China Center for his years of service
as president and member of the China Center
Advisory Council (CCAC) and because of
his efforts to encourage faculty and student
exchange, expand research and professional

collaboration and strengthen the bridges
between the University and mainland China,
Hong Kong and Taiwan. Zaidi served on the
CCAC under three center directors including professors Patricia Needle, David Pui
and Hong Yang.
While Zaidi was developing and delivering the Warsaw MBA program for the
Carlson School, he became interested in
Zaidi continues on Page 7
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BOOKS
The Writing on the Wall: Why We MustEmbrace China as a Partner or Face
It as an Enemy

DanceWorks from
Taiwan taps into
the Twin Cities

By Will Hutton

I n his latest

take on global
geopolitics, the
economics editor
of The Guardian performs an
ambitious dissection of U.S. and
Chinese economic
policy, sounding
the alarm that “the
implications could
not be more profound” should Western
superpowers fail to shape China into a
workable model of democracy and enlightenment. Delving into the 3,000 year history
of the Chinese, Hutton introduces readers
to Confucius and Mao, the rise of Chinese
Communism and the political experiments
that have left the Chinese economy “in an
unstable halfway house-an economy that
is neither socialist nor properly capitalist
run by a party that is neither revolutionary
nor subject to the normal constitutional

checks and balances of even China’s own
Confucian past.” The big questions-of how
much longer the Communist party can
deliver economically, of where the world
will head if U.S. protectionism triumphs in
painting the East as an enemy-are brilliantly
analyzed, with an eye toward maximizing
gain for all players: despite the fact that the
U.S.’s “strategic trade policy-openness-is
being exploited by a potential superpower
rival,” Hutton looks to the history of the
[United States] to explain why, “if it can
stay open, the U.S. will be rewarded by
the ultimate achievement of transforming
communist China and growing richer at the
same time.” This book pushes back from the
center against those who see globalization
as “a juggernaut threatening to carry us all
away either to a free market nirvana-or hades” with sound historical overview and a
rational call for economic pragmatism.
Source: Publishers Weekly
Copyright © Reed Business Information,
a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

Iron and Silk
By Mark Salzman

In

1982,
Salzman flew off
to teach English
in Changsha,
China. He writes
of bureaucrats,
students and Cultural Revolution
survivors, stripping none of their
complexity and

humanity. He’s gentle with their idiocies,
saving his sharpest barbs for himself (it’s
his pants that split from zipper to waist
whilst demonstrating martial arts in Canton). Though dribs of history and drabs of
classical lore seep through, this is mostly
a personal tale, noted by the Los Angeles
Times for “the charmingly unpretentious
manner in which it penetrates a China inaccessible to other foreigners.”
Source: Amazon.com

Shadow of the Silk Road
By Colin Thubron

S hadow

of
the Silk Road records a journey
along the greatest land route on
earth. Out of the
heart of China
into the mountains
of Central Asia,
across northern
Afghanistan and
the plains of Iran
and into Kurdish Turkey, Colin Thubron
covers some seven thousand miles in eight
months. Making his way by local bus, truck,
car, donkey cart and camel, he travels from
the tomb of the Yellow Emperor, the mythic
progenitor of the Chinese people, to the
ancient port of Antioch—in perhaps the
most difficult and ambitious journey he has
undertaken in forty years of travel.
The Silk Road is a huge network of
arteries splitting and converging across the

breadth of Asia. To travel it is to trace the
passage not only of trade and armies but
also of ideas, religions and inventions. But
alongside this rich and astonishing past,
Shadow of the Silk Road is also about Asia
today: a continent of upheaval.
One of the trademarks of Colin Thubron’s travel writing is the beauty of his
prose; another is his gift for talking to people
and getting them to talk to him. Shadow of
the Silk Road encounters Islamic countries
in many forms. It is about changes in China,
transformed since the Cultural Revolution. It is about false nationalisms and the
world’s discontented margins, where the
true boundaries are not political borders but
the frontiers of tribe, ethnicity, language and
religion. It is a magnificent and important
account of an ancient world in modern
ferment.
Source: BarnesandNoble.com
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DanceWorks hopes to become Taiwan’s
off-Broadway. The photo shows one of its
performances.
The DanceWorks Ensemble is a Taiwanese modern tap dance company. In 2002,
DanceWorks got its first major international
performances in London and other UK venues through the invitation of Step Out Arts.
In the following year, DanceWorks participated in the Macao “Fringe 2003 Festival”,
becoming Taiwan’s first ever tap company to
perform in an international arts festival.
In 2004, DanceWorks continued to produce a large-scale tap show “What’s Up”,
and in 2005 received another invitation
by Step Out Arts to tour England. In 2006,
DanceWorks became Taiwan’s first dance
troupe to perform at the world’s largest tap

event, the “New York Tap Festival”. In the
same year, Dance Works was elected one
more time the National Performance Arts
Ensemble, and appointed as the Taiwanese
Dance Ambassadors.
Further recognition came in 2007 and
2008, when Dance Works was appointed
by the Council of Cultural Affairs as a
government-sponsored national ensemble.
In 2007, DanceWorks produced an experimental large-scale tap ballet “Tap Code”
that became another milestone in the history
of Taiwanese tap dance. DanceWorks will
continue on its road to promote and spread
tap dance via performances, activities and
dance courses, so that this great art may
reach more and more people.
DanceWorks is coming to Minnesota to
perform modern tap dances that are inspired
by and mingled with traditional Taiwanese
folk culture. The DanceWorks performance
will be presented at the St. Paul Student
Center Theater at the University of Minnesota (2017 Buford Ave., St. Paul, MN
55108) on Friday, May 9, 2008 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
For more information about the company, please visit www.danceworks.com.
tw or d0002.cyberstage.com.tw. 

First student
show at Laughing
Waters Studio
Laughing Waters Studio announces its
first annual student show of Chinese calligraphy and Chinese landscape paintings. The
show runs concurrently with the studio’s annual Spring is Sprung Art Sale over Mother’s
Day weekend, May 9-11, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Visitors will see student paintings of the
rat (for Year of the Rat), willows, pine trees,
rocks, waterfalls, flowers and more. Laughing Waters’ students range in age from 8 to
80, from beginners to advanced—most with
a passion for the engaged calmness of this
challenging style of painting.
Visitors will be able to see the students’
work, try their own hand at Chinese calligraphy.
The Spring is Sprung Sale includes original paintings, calligraphy, prints, cards, art
lamps, art objects for the home—all from
the brush of Bob Schmitt, studio owner and
teacher.
Information about summer painting
classes and art camps is available at

Zaidi from Page 6
China because, like Poland, China was also
in transition from a command and control
economy to a market economy. His interest
led to an invitation to serve on the China
Center's advisory council.
"Serving on the council not only gave
me an opportunity to serve with other colleagues from the university and the Twin
Cities community, but also provided me with

www.laughingwatersstudio.com.
Laughing Waters Studio is just west of
Hiawatha Avenue at 3718 East Minnehaha
Parkway. For information, 612-333-1881.



an opportunity to meet and host dignitaries
from China, Taiwan and Hong Kong," said
Zaidi. All those contacts made it possible
to develop and begin delivering the China
Executive MBA program which now boasts
over 200 alumni. 
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St. Paul & Changsha:
Sister Cities with much in common
By Jennifer Nordin, Staff Writer

S

Changsha, Hunan, China

ister city relationships allow citizens of both com
munities to become involved in international rela
tions on a more personal level. The community,
government and business ties created in a sister city
partnership facilitate the exchange of ideas, cultural understanding and awareness of a global community. Although
the sister city relationship works on many levels, it begins
with one initiative. In the case of the connection between
Changsha in the Hunan province in China and St. Paul, it
was a begun by a visit to St. Paul by Changsha officials
in 1987. The connection was enforced the following year
when St. Paul mayor George Latimer led a delegation to
Changsha and Changsha mayor Wang Keying led a delegation to St. Paul.
While the connections between Changsha and St. Paul
are created and maintained through the interactions among
the members of their communities, there are similarities
and parallels in certain aspects of their histories that add
another dimension to the connection between the two cities.
Before modern modes of transportation, rivers were vital
trade routes and necessary to fuel agriculture and support
growing communities. Thus it is no surprise that both St.
Paul and Changsha grew up around rivers (the Mississippi
and Xiangjiang Rivers respectively).
St. Paul and Changsha both have a rich history before
the unification of their countries. In Changsha, the excavation of Mawangdui, three 2,100-year-old tombs from the
Western Han Dynasty, gave clues to ancient Hunan culture.
Pottery, a make-up box containing a comb, a mirror, powder
and lipstick, musical instruments and cooking recipes written on bamboo strips that were excavated from the site are
on display in the provincial museum. In St. Paul’s Indian
Mounds Park, burial mounds of Native American groups
gave insight to the culture of the area before settlement by
whites. Discoveries in the mounds included human bones,
shards of pottery, mussel shells and arrowheads. Unfortunately, due to the rough excavation and the demand for
land for construction of roads and houses, only a handful
of mounds remain.
Changsha is the capital of Hunan province and is best
known for its most famous resident, Mao Zedong, founder
of the People’s Republic of China. Chairman Mao was
born in a mud-brick farm house in Shaoshan on December
26, 1893. He lived, studied and worked in Changsha until
1921. It was in the Water-Dropping Cave that Mao hid for
11 days while he planned the Cultural Revolution.

St. Paul, Minnesota
Like Changsha, St. Paul is the capital city and also has
connections to important national historical figures. Zachary Taylor was a military commander at Fort Snelling from
1828-1829, after which he became President of the United
States. But perhaps the most significant historical figure
connected to St. Paul was Dred Scott. Scott was a slave
brought to Fort Snelling by Dr. John Emerson from Missouri in 1836. Once they returned to Missouri, Scott sued
for his freedom based on the fact that he had lived in a free
state. The Supreme Court ruled that Dred Scott was not a
citizen and therefore he could not sue for his freedom. In
effect it ruled that despite the laws prohibiting slavery in
the northern states and territories, ownership of slaves, or
classification as a slave, was not affected by moving across
the boundaries and therefore slavery was legal in the entire
country, not just the south. This court decision was an
important factor leading to the Civil War.
In Changsha and St. Paul, many of the attractions are
places significant to their unique histories. Changsha’s Yueyang Tower is one of the most famous structures in China,
renowned for its ancient literary associations. At the height
of China’s literary glory during the Tang Dynasty, the tower
was a meeting place for famous poets including Li Bai, Du
Fu, and Bai Juyu. The tower is three stories and 20m (66 ft.)
high, constructed without cross-beams or nails. It includes
four main halls and 24 outer and 12 inner rooms. Three
upward-curving roofs covered with glazed yellow tiles are
supported by huge red pillars. The top of the Tower offers
broad vistas of Lake Dongting. Originally built in 716,
the present tower was rebuilt in 1045 on another site, and
restored in the early Qing and again as recently as 1983.
While not nearly as ancient as important landmarks in
Changsha such as Mawangdui and Yueyang Tower, major
landmarks in St. Paul likewise serve to preserve and celebrate the history and culture of the area. Fort Snelling is
located at the junction of the Minnesota and Mississippi
Rivers and for a time during the first half of the nineteenth
century, was the northwestern-most military outpost. Home
to Minnesota’s oldest buildings (the Round Tower and
the Hexagonal Tower), Fort Snelling extended the reach
of American authority by blocking the British use of key
waterways after the War of 1812 and paved the way for
white settlers. It was the site of many “firsts” in Minnesota
including the first hospital, the first school and the first
circulating library.
Another St. Paul attraction that is part of Minnesota

history is the Landmark Center which was formerly a federal courts building then a post office, and now serves as a
cultural center for music, dance, public forums, and other
community events. Similarly, the James J. Hill House preserves, in a tangible way, the contributions and influence of
railroad baron James J. Hill on the community.
A final parallel between Changsha and St. Paul is in the
inventions that have come from the areas that have had a
significant impact on a broader community. St. Paul was
where the Better Business Bureau was formed in 1911 to
fight against deceptive advertising and where University
of Minnesota scientists built the world’s first heart lung
machine in 1955. Yuan Longping, the inventor of hybrid
rice based his experiments in paddies around Changsha.
His research led to a twenty percent increase in rice production and currently half of China’s rice fields are growing
the hybrid.
The sister city relationship between Changsha and St.
Paul gives us an opportunity to examine our place in the
global community. By working together on many different
levels, we can build ties by finding our similarities and embracing our differences. We can create a culture of mutual
respect and understanding. 
Editor’s note: This article was originally printed in the
July 2003 issue of ChinaInsight.

Changsha is situated in the east
and central part of Hunan and the
lower reaches of Xiang River.
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Minneapolis and
Harbin: Sister
Cities

By Jennifer Nordin, Staff Writer

Above, Giant Spoon from Sculpture Garden
with Minneapolis skyline and right, Harbin,
China in Heilongjiang Province

T

he trade mission[s] to China led
by [Gov. Tim Pawlenty in 2005 and
by] former governor Jesse Ventura
[in 2002] strengthened the existing link between Minnesota and China that
has developed since the late 19th century.
[They] served to highlight the ways in which
China and Minnesota are well suited to have
a mutually beneficial economic relationship. China’s rapidly growing demands
for foreign goods in the high tech industry
including medical devices, telecommunications equipment and computer software
and related products create excellent export
opportunities for Minnesota companies that
have a strong presence in those industries.
While economic ties and compatibilities
are significant in the relationship between
China and Minnesota, the sister city relationships that are fostered have other important aspects besides economics.
Harbin, China in Heilongjiang Province
is the sister city of Minneapolis. Harbin is
the capital of Heilongjiang and the largest
provincial capital in China. Harbin has a
population of [4.25 million as of September 2007]. It is the political, economical,
cultural, scientific, technological and transportation center of Heilongjiang. Harbin
is home to more than 40 different ethnic
groups.
Harbin is a city of thriving commerce
which has established commercial relations
with more than 100 countries and regions.
It is an important material collection and
distribution point in northeast China and has
the goal to become an important economic
and trade city in northeastern Asia which
includes, Mongolia, Japan, and North and
South Korea. But in order to better understand Harbin’s current economic position, it
is important to learn about its social, cultural
and political history.
Harbin’s history goes back to prehistoric
times as many as 22,000 years ago. To date,
more than ten prehistoric sites have been
discovered in the region. In historical times,
about a dozen aboriginal ethnic groups,
including the Manchus who ruled China
during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), lived
and built their kingdoms in Harbin. By the
end of the 19th century, about 30,000 people
lived in what are now the urban districts of
the city.
In 1896, the Russian government seized
power and extended the Siberian railway
into northeastern China. They chose Harbin
to manage the new section of the railway.
With the gradual completion of the railway
construction project, Harbin’s population
expanded quickly. By 1903, when the

railway was completed, a modern city was
starting to take shape. At that time, Harbin
was divided into two sections. The first
was under the control of the Qing government. The second was governed by Russian
colonists, who rented it on the pretext of
managing the railway.
This history is reflected in the Russianinfluenced architecture whose dome-shaped
structures are nostalgic throwbacks to prerevolutionary Russia. This strong Russian
flavor continues to permeate the city today
due to burgeoning trade and tourism between Harbin and Russia. On the streets of
the city, a fair number of the foreigners are
Russian. The city’s mixture of grandiose historical buildings with the growing number
of sleek and slick modern commercial and
office buildings reflect the intriguing juxtaposition of Harbin’s history and future.
Following the Russian defeat in the
Russian-Japanese War (1904-5), Russia’s
influence declined, and 160,000 nationals
from 33 countries including the United
States, Germany, and France moved to Harbin. Sixteen countries established consulates
and set up several thousand industrial, commercial and banking companies in Harbin.
The Chinese also established their own
businesses in brewing, foodstuffs and the
textile industry.
Given Harbin’s development into a
multiethnic city and its bustling international business activities at the turn of the
20th century, it is not surprising that it has
developed commercial relationships with so
many other places around the world.
Harbin also prides itself on being one
of the cities significant to the spread of
Marxism in China. In April 1919, Zhou En
Lai, who later became the Chinese premier,
visited Harbin and engaged in revolutionary
propaganda and organization. In 1923, Harbin saw northeastern China’s first branch of
the Chinese Communist Party established.
The first Northeast China Regional Congress of Communists was held in Harbin in
1927 and in 1929, a future Chinese president, Liu Shao Qi, came to Harbin to direct
uprisings of railway workers. Harbin later
grew into a center of revolutionary struggle
and anti-Japanese efforts.
In the 1930s, when northeastern China
was part of the Japanese puppet kingdom of
Manchukuo, Harbin was directly under the
control of that state’s Central Government.
Harbin residents were forced to learn the
Japanese language and suffered political
prejudice under the virtual Japanese rule.
Harbin continues on Page 12

TCCDC presents
Tales of Heaven
and Earth

T

win Cities Chinese Dance Center
(TCCDC) is pleased to announce
its 2008 production, “Tales of
Heaven and Earth: Legends of
the East II”. The production will be held
on Sunday, May 11, 2008, at Concordia
University E.M. Pearson Theatre in St. Paul,
Minnesota.
“Tales of Heaven and Earth” is a
continuation of our theme from last year,
“Legends of the East” showcasing dances
of heavenly goddesses and maidens, with
movements interwoven with long silk ribbons and delicate expressions, to earthly
mortals like the Terra Cotta Warriors and a
classic Chinese love story akin to Romeo
and Juliet. The show is sure to captivate
audiences of all ages, with colorful costumes
in an exciting repertoire of dances like the
Lion and Kung Fu dances, as well as a series
of ethnic dances performed by our exuberant
young dancers.
“Tales of Heaven and Earth” reflects the
mission of TCCDC, presenting traditional
Chinese performing arts while nurturing the
integration of ethnic dances into America
modern dance stream and targeted to attract students and audiences from different
backgrounds and communities in hopes of
creating an environment with mutual understanding and better communication in our
ever growing diverse society.
TCCDC is a non-profit art organization
that strives to cultivate knowledge, understanding, and appreciation for Chinese

cultures through dance classes and performances. It is devoted to provide not only
superior and distinctive dance appreciation
to Twin Cities audiences, but also a means
to unite communities by way of crosscultural understanding throughout the state
of Minnesota.
TCCDC is led by award-winning choreographer and instructor, Mr. Qiang Yang,
who received his training from the prestigious Beijing Dance Academy and was
selected by the China Dance Artists Association as one of its “Twenty Most Outstanding
Members.” His work “Riding the Chinese
Dragon” won the Minneapolis Mayor Mosaic Award in the 2003 Aquatennial.
Tickets are currently available. For
tickets, please call:
Tickets Sales: 612-327-5582, 651-2465735, 763-229-6839
Ticket Price: Adults: US$16, Children:
US$12, Group of Four package: US$48
Performance Date: Sunday, May 11,
2008
Show Times: 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Venue: Concordia University, E.M. Pearson
Theatre
312 Hamline Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55104



Thank you for reading
ChinaInsight
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Essential China Advice
In the Chinese business environment,
it is necessary for American companies to
have a well-planned strategy. The following list of tips for doing business in China
is not comprehensive, but a guideline for
an initial market evaluation. Companies
entering the China market should consider
the following:
1. Have Clear Contract Terms
2. Make Certain Your Project is
Economically Viable
3. Know Your Partner
4. Know the Rules
5. Search for Problems Before They
Materialize
6. Do a Thorough Risk Analysis
7. Mind the Store
8. Expect Virulent Competition, Pricing
Pressure
9. Get Paid
10. Watch Your Intellectual Property
Rights

1. Have Clear Contract Terms

Everything in China is constantly changing. China’s consistent 8 percent economic
growth leads to continuous rapid transformations in the domestic economy. Nothing
is fixed. Thus, when entering into a contract
with a Chinese partner you must be careful
to plan for all reasonable contingencies.
Do not attempt to enter into an agreement
without sound legal advice. Have your own
legal counsel. Pay your lawyer a little to
ensure a clear contract; or pay your lawyer
a lot more later when you have a dispute.
In your contracts, specify exact terms of
payment, and performance standards. Set
time lines. Pay careful attention to details,
such as initialing pages of contracts and
signing properly. Scrupulously follow the
contract yourself – or expect to pay a high
price. Do not rely on the legal advice from
your Chinese partner. Beware of claims that
the Chinese law requires specific covenants
in your contract. Verify this with your own
counsel. Do not agree to provisions in a
contract that are not under your control.
For example, if your client or partner wants
you to specify in the contract that they must
visit your production facilities in the United
States, remember that you cannot guarantee
that they will receive a visa. A visa denial
could invalidate your contract. Do not assume that local or provincial officials actually have the authority to give you permits
and permissions. Verify their claims of
authority from independent sources. Question ALL such claims.

2. Make Certain Your Project is
Economically Viable

Profitability of a project or the sale of
goods and services should be based on sound
economic criteria. Do not rely on promises
of subsidies, incentives, special considerations, or non-market related sources of
income to create a profit. If incentives are offered, they should be used to augment profit,
not create it. Make certain your partner has
the authority to offer incentives and assure
yourself from independent sources that the
incentives will actually be paid. Look for
examples of companies which have actually
received such benefits. Viability may look
very different over the short, medium and
longer term. Many Chinese partners will
insisit you look at the longer term potential
of the market and sacrifice your profit in
the early stages. This is treacherous. Your
floor becomes their ceiling. In China, as in
any high growth economy, it is difficult to

predict the future, so, make sure that you can
reach profitability in the foreseeable future
and can build a sustainable model for the
medium and longer term.

3. Know Your Partner

Do your “due diligence,” and do it well.
Make certain that your partner is not a shell
subsidiary of a larger company. If they default, do you have the ability to collect from
the parent company? Specify this in your
contract. Remember that the best contracts
are those that do not have to be enforced i.e
both partners have the same motivations.
Be sure that your negotiating partner has
the authority to make a decision. Establish
ground rules at the outset of negotiations,
including keeping minutes. Be prepared for
protracted negotiations. Make certain your
partner is able and willing to do all they say
they will do in the contract. Assure yourself
that it is in their best interest to perform as
agreed. If the project is not “win-win” you
can expect that enforcement of your contract
will be difficult – regardless of your legal
rights. If you have to go to court to enforce
your contract, it is already too late. Is it in
their interest to assist you to protect your
brand and/or other intellectual property
rights? Be careful that your partner is allowed by law to fulfill the promises in the
contract. Check the reliability of the data on
your partner or customer from independent
sources. Avoid being “stovepiped” - talking
only to those people to whom your partner
or buyer directs you. You can lose a lot of
money if you make a great deal with the
wrong partner.

4. Know the Rules

Beware of offers to bend them in your
favor. American companies have often
entered into agreements with promises
from local officials that central government
rules will not be enforced in the provinces.
Indeed, often they are not. Problems arise
when these regulations are suddenly applied - sometimes retroactively - leaving the
company with little recourse. You must be
ready to obey all Chinese laws and regulations, even if you initially can successfully
avoid them. Seriously question any agreement where you are told you can ignore or
avoid the law. Also, make sure that your
managers (or agents and distributors) know
all relevant American laws such as the U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). You
should be aware that China is also cracking
down on corruption. You do not want your
business to be associated with corrupt officials or illegal practices. Many American
companies have reported that their Chinese
partners respect their requirement to be in
compliance with the FCPA and do not expect
American companies to pay bribes. Also,
be aware of U.S. Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) regulations on the transfer
of dual use technology to China. American
law prohibits transfer of some sensitive
technologies without a license. For more
information on BIS regulations, please
check http://www.bis.doc.gov/.

5. Search for Problems Before They
Materialize

In addition to creating pro forma balance
sheets, spend some time at the beginning
of a project to create scenarios of what you
will do if things go wrong. Try to anticipate
possible problem areas. If you can’t find any,
you are not looking hard enough. Create a
strategy to deal with potential problems.

Know your limits on losses as well. Be sure
to limit your exposure. Set milestones in the
project for performance. Have an escape
strategy for each stage of the project, even
though you do not plan to use it. In China,
personal relationships are very important
and sometimes partners may not be completely truthful about problems or potential
problems if they feel it may have a negative
impact on the personal relationship. Chinese
partners may also be under pressure from
government or party bureaucrats (as well as
business associates) to compromise ethical
standards. When problems arise, you should
have excellent contacts among officials at
the local, provincial and central level governments to manage the issue.

6. Do a Thorough Risk Analysis

Be realistic about how much risk you
are willing to accept in your business venture. Make sure you use reliable sources
for this assessment. Use more than news
media sources or your immediate partners
to evaluate the market. Do not have a corporate risk analysis policy for China that
is different than you would have for any
other country. If a project is too risky, do
not do it - even though it is in China. The
majority of American companies currently
in trouble in China have been caught up in
“Chinaeurhoria” and have not performed a
thorough risk analysis, assuming that China
is, somehow, different. When it comes to
taking undue risk, it is not.

7. Mind the Store

Projects and sales in China require
constant attention and clear lines of communication. Do not assume they will run
themselves. There is often a gap between
perceptions of the individuals managing
your product or project and headquarters
in the United States. U.S. based managers
must visit often to evaluate the situation
on the ground. Developing and nurturing personal relationships are important.
Be prepared to provide good training and
technical assistance to assure product and
management quality. Keep an eye on the the
company’s account books, or if licensing,
on the licensee’s account books. Neglect of
oversight can result in compromised product
quality and lead to a struggle for management control as well as possible unethical
activity. When things go wrong, you cannot
rely on the court to offer a clear or consistent
legal settlement in a manner that would be
consistent with U.S. practice and or other
parts of the developed world.

8. Expect Virulent Competition,
Pricing Pressure

Recent economic analysis suggests that
over 80 percent of China’s industrial markets are in oversupply. There are terrible
competitive pressures. Chinese brands are
strong and getting stronger in many sectors.
In many Chinese markets there is a constant
downward trend on prices. Chinese competitors, particularly those from the state-owned
sector, often enjoy a very low cost of capital.
Thus, they can enter markets quickly and
they can expect to receive strong encouragement from the government for their efforts.
The Chinese government makes no secret
of its support for state owned enterprises
(SOEs). Foreign companies should not expect a level playing field. Rather, the field
is downward sloping for SOEs. It is level
for private Chinese companies. The field is
upward sloping for all foreign firms.

9. Get Paid

A contract with an insolvent partner or
customer is worthless. Pay careful attention
to how you get paid, when you get paid,
and in which currency. Check with legal
counsel to determine the specific payment
terms that are customary for a certain type
of transaction. If you want to be paid in U.S.
dollars, be certain you are able to convert
profits and remit funds. Use letters of credit
with international banks, and other financial
instruments to protect yourself. If you do not
want to use a letter of credit, require your
partner to make advance payment. Remember that Chinese companies usually do not
use terms that allow unsecured payments
after delivery of the product. For example,
payment terms of “30%letter of credit, 70%
payment 120 days after delivery,” would
not be customary in China. For most large
projects, terms of “70% advance payment,
30% letter of credit,” would be common.
Offering payment after delivery tells your
partner that you do not know how business
is done in China and makes you look easy
to deceive. NEVER agree to unsecured payments after delivery.

10. Watch Your Intellectual Property
Rights

It has been said that, in China, if a product or service can profitably be copied; it
will be. Also, foreign IPR holders (whether
they are in the China market or not) suffer
enormous losses to Chinese pirates in the
China market and, increasingly, in third
country markets. It [behooves] all traders
and investors to take aggressive measures
to minimize their potential IPR vulnerability
in the market. For trademarks, at you must
file with the State Administration of Industry
and Commerce to receive protection. You
should also notify Customs. For patents, you
must file with the State Intellectual Proerty
Organization (SIPO) to receive protection.
At a minimum, it is advisable to register
copyrights in China, even though you may
theoretically receive protection under the
Berne Convention. Confirm this with your
legal counsel, as the copyright treatment
across industries is not identical. You should
also notify customs. Taking the above procedural steps is insufficient. You must also
closely monitor the markets on a constant
basis. Monitoring and enforcement in China
require considerable expense. IPR infringing
goods also also flooding out of China to all
regions of the world and therefore vigilence
in third countries is also strongly advised.
Many foreign companies have lost their IPR
with the active connivance of emplyees of
their partner. To the extent possible, make
sure that your partner’s interests and yours
are fully alligned.
Establishing a Presence in China
(Representative Office, Wholly Foreign
Owed Enterprise, or Joint Venture)
Representative offices are the easiest
type of offices for foreign firms to set up in
China, but these offices are limited by Chinese law to performing “liaison” activities.
As such, they cannot sign sales contracts or
directly bill customers or supply parts and
after-sales services for a fee, although most
representative offices perform these activities in the name of their parent companies.
Despite limitations on its scope of business
activities, this form of business has proved
very successful for many U.S. companies
as it allows the business to remain foreigncontrolled.
Advice continues on Page 12
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Mind Your Manners
Business Etiquette in China
Most of us have heard the old saying, “When in Rome, do as the Romans do.” Thus, if you are planning to do business in China,
it would be to your benefit to learn the proper protocol of the country. The following are a few pointers and tips tha you might
incorporate into your business strategy.
Language

* The official language in China is
Mandarin (putonghua), although Cantonese
is the language commonly spoken in the
southern Chinese province of Guangdong,
adjacent to Hong Kong.
* English is not widely spoken in China,
however most companies dealing with
foreigners employ at least one [Englishspeaking] staff member.
* If you intend to distribute written
information about your company while
in China, it is a good idea to provide your
Chinese counterparts with written translations of the material. It is not necessary to
reprint all documents using Chinese text,
but you need to provide word-processed
translations of the most important material.
Often senior decision-makers in a Chinese
organization are unable to read English and
the effort put into obtaining translations
will be interpreted as an indication of your
commitment to doing business with their
company.

Introductions

* Business cards are essential when
conducting business in China. When distributing or receiving business cards, use
both hands as a mark of respect.
* When receiving business cards, always
pause and read each card individually. Never
place the card immediately into your pocket
or wallet. Cards printed in both English and
Chinese are preferred.

Face

* It is essential to understand the concept of “face” when conducting business in
China. Chinese people regard the respect
of their peers and colleagues as a matter
of utmost importance. Conversely, to be
humiliated or embarrassed in public is regarded with great shame.
* This respect or status is regarded as
“face”. It is very easy for a Chinese person
to “gain” or “lose” face and foreigners
conducting business in China must remain
aware of the public image of the people
they deal with.
* In many respects, face is merely a
matter of common courtesy. It is possible to
give a person face by presenting prestigious
gifts such as expensive, famous-brand liquor
or cigarettes, by publicly praising good
performance and by giving credit where
credit is due.
* Difficult situations must be handled
delicately and without anger. To shout at
a Chinese person in public, to reprimand
them in front of their peers or to raise one’s
voice when exasperated will cause both parties to lose face and disrupt the negotiating
process.
* Confrontations that place a Chinese
person on the spot should be avoided and
resolved quietly. When necessary, always
refuse requests or invitations indirectly to
avoid embarrassment.

Guanxi

* The concept of “guanxi” lies at the
heart of the Chinese business relationship. In
Chinese, the word means “relationship” and
can be summed up by the English terms “it’s

not what you know, it’s who you know,” or
“you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours.”
* Essentially, to have “guanxi” means
to have a network of useful contacts. It
also means a relationship where the parties
are bound by personal obligation to assist
each other. Having “guanxi,” or a contact
in an organization, business, or government
department can open doors to foreigners
conducting business in China.

Business Attire

* Chinese people are not as formal
about business attire as in Japan or Korea.
However, it is usually advisable to wear a
suit because the wearer gains face if wellpresented.

Food and Entertainment

* Dining out is a popular method of
establishing guanxi. Chinese business negotiations are often conducted over a long
multi-course banquet. Large quantities of
alcohol are usually consumed at these business functions and drinking is regarded as a
useful social lubricant.
* Karaoke is a popular form of recreation
for Chinese people and foreign business
guests are encouraged to participate.

Money

* China’s official unit of currency is the
yuan, or Renminbi. The yuan is divided into
jiao and fen. Ten fen make one jiao and ten
jiao make up one yuan.
* Foreign currency and travelers’
cheques can be changed at the main branches of the Bank of China, the tourist hotels,
Friendship Stores and some department
stores. Exchange receipts must be kept if
your remaining RMB is to be changed back
at the end of your trip. Travelers’ [checks]
are useful because the exchange rate is more
favorable than that for cash. Thomas Cook,
American Express and Bank of America are
[the] most commonly accepted [travelers’
checks].
* Credit cards are gaining ground in
China, with Visa, MasterCard, American
Express (branches in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou and Xiamen), and Diners Club
the most common. Cards can be used in
most mid- to top-range hotels, and Friendship and department stores, but cannot be
used to finance your transport costs. Cash
advances can be made at head branches of
the Bank of China (4% commission).
* Tipping is not customary in China,
but bargaining is definitely [ok]. You can
bargain in shops, street stalls, and hotels[,]
but not in large stores.

Post and Telecommunications

* Try to send and receive mail from
major cities where postal services have
recently been upgraded and are now quite
efficient.
* Most large hotels have an international
telephone service from which calls can be
placed overseas. In some hotels, local calls
can be made for free from your hotel room.
In large cities such as Beijing and Shanghai,
modern international phone facilities are
attached to selected post offices.

Titles

* Most Chinese names are three syllables long and Chinese surnames come
before given names. Hence, a Chinese man
named Jiang Li-hua should be referred to
as Mr. Jiang. A few Chinese people use an
English first name when conducting business with foreigners.

Transport

* In Beijing, the international airport is
located approximately [15.5 miles] from
the city [center]. A cheap [US$1] airport
shuttle bus travels the route and leaves
from the front of the building. Tickets are
sold from a desk inside the terminal, not on
the bus itself.
* Several airlines such as China Eastern,
China Southern, China Northern, and Great
Wall Yunnan Airlines operate domestically.
There is no such thing as a discount, no
matter where you buy your ticket, and you
also will be hit with an agent’s commission. There is an airport tax payable on all
domestic flights. Over the past decade, the
safety standards of Chinese airlines have
greatly improved.
* Taxis from the airport should cost
around [US$15] to Tiananmen Square, but
make sure you finalize the price before setting off or ensure the meter is turned on. In
Shanghai, the airport is located [5 miles]
from the city center. A taxi fare from the
airport to the Bund should cost around
[US$10]. The airport in Guangzhou is located [6.2-7.4 miles] from the city center and it
costs around [US$ 12] to make the journey
by taxi. Taxis don’t cruise the streets except
in the largest of cities, and while most cabs
have meters, they usually get switched on by
accident. Motorcycle taxis, motor-tricycles
and/or pedicabs hunt in packs around most
major train and bus stations.
* Long distance buses can be used to
get around on the ground, although modern
highways are generally poor or nonexistent.
A better option is the train, which reaches
into every province (apart from Tibet) along
a [32,240-mile] network.

Gifts

* Never present knives or scissors as
a gift as these symbolize conflict. Letteropeners, however, seem to be an exception
to the rule.
* Naturally, objects which carry a death
association are inappropriate gifts. These
objects include clocks and cut flowers,
white objects such as bed linen and table
cloths, and objects which come in a set of
four. The number four carries a strong association with death, so it is important not
to give a set of four.
* It is not uncommon for Chinese people
to invite business acquaintances to the weddings of family or friends. In these situations, it is unnecessary for you to buy a gift
but simply present the host’s family with a
red envelope of money upon arrival. Such
red envelopes can be purchased at most
convenience stores. The amount of money
you give should depend on how well you
know the person. Usually a gift of US$30
is sufficient for a new acquaintance. Simply
place the money in the envelope and write

your name on it. If you are uncertain how
much you should give, make some discreet
inquiries at your hotel. When you arrive at
the wedding, there should be a table near
the entrance where you hand over your red
envelope. Don’t be surprised if the envelope
is opened in your presence and the money is
counted and recorded beside your name on
a chart hanging on the wall. Remember to
ensure that you don’t give a sum of money
that is a denomination of four, e.g. [US$40]
or 400 [yuan].
* When wrapping gifts for Chinese
people, never use white paper, as this signifies death and is regarded as inauspicious.
The blue-yellow color combination also
carries a death association and should be
avoided. Purple is generally associated with
barbarians, so naturally, this color should
be avoided. Red or gold wrapping paper
[are] probably the best color[s] to use for
Chinese people.

General

* Never write notes using red ink, as
this can convey the idea that the writer will
die soon.
* When setting down chopsticks between courses, never place them in the
rice-bowl vertically or at an angle, as this
resembles sticks of incense burned at a funeral and is considered highly inauspicious.
Always lay chopsticks horizontally across
the rim of the bowl.
* Chinese people are superstitious
about the number four, which signifies
death and should be avoided at all costs.
Conversely the number eight is regarded
as auspicious.
* Avoid discussions which may cause
embarrassment, such as the discussion of
death, divorce or politics.
* Be prepared to answer or at least politely fend off personal questions relating to
your age, marital status, income and family
background.

Business Hours and Holidays

* Government offices usually open
Monday to Friday between 8-9 a.m., close
for two hours around midday and then
re-open until 5 or 6 p.m. Most offices also
open on Saturday mornings and remain open
until noon. Private companies usually keep
longer hours, although a five-day week is
now officially encouraged.
* Avoid conducting business during
Chinese New Year, which usually falls in
late January or early February and lasts for a
week or more. Most businesses close at this
time and it is very difficult to book transport
or accommodation. 
Editor’s note: This material has been
compiled from sources the editors believe
to be reliable. This article was printed in
the April 2003 and March 2004 issues of
China Insight.
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UCBC focuses on
partnering
strategies in China

David Thorsen COO of PDI World Group
"It's all about networking," said David
Thorsen, PDI World Group LLC Chief
Operating Officer, when asked about how
his company manages to find business in
China.
On April 2, 2008, U.S. China Business
Connection invited PDI World Group to
share their successes, difficulties and lessons
learned from working with abroad clients
in China.
PDI World Group is a worldwide building industry consortium, based in Minneapolis. The company and its affiliates
specialize in architecture; landscape architecture; planning; interior design; structural,
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering;
and construction management.
Thorsen presented a number of design
and construction projects in China which the
company has helped with and some lessons
learned from each.
A number of projects presented that
day are located in Dalian, China, in the
northeastern region of the country. Thorsen
showed large design projects such as Fortune Land, a large city region consisting
of multi-use buildings and housing. The
company also designed the official Olympic
Village in Beijing.
Despite all of the company's success,
Thorsen also shared the downsides of international business -- clients who neglect
to pay for work. Because of the distance
between PDI's headquarters and its international clients, it presents a difficult challenge
of collecting fees when the payment is not
made. PDI's Suzhou Entertainment District
project, for instance, was an elaborate construction in Suzhou to design a recreation
area. The design was made and presented
with the city approving the design. Only,

in the end, PDI was never paid for their
designing efforts.
A best practice to help prevent such instances is to make sure that both businesses
are clear with each other's intent. Also, both
sides need to remain in constant communication throughout the entire project.
"It is very important to get to know the
clients you will be dealing with. Establish
a rapport with them," Thorsen said. "Make
sure you have good communications – both
to China, and communications in return.
Make sure you have a thorough contract
that is fully understood by both parties.
Keep the client informed as to the progress
of the project."
It is clear that China's economic development has brought about opportunities for
American businesses. For those businesses
who want to venture into the Chinese market, Thorsen advises that these companies
make sure they take proper precautions
before entering a business agreement.
"Working in China can be very rewarding. The Chinese people are wonderful,
and very friendly. However, do your due
diligence in terms of the client's ability to
pay for services. Also, make sure that what
is agreed to prior to providing services is
actually awarded to you. Make sure you
establish good relationships with other
Chinese who may be able to assist you in
the event of perceived problems. Lastly,
make sure that you can stop the project and
resolve the issues at hand before those issues
become so large that it causes economical
hardship on your business."

UCBC May Meeting

The May meeting of UCBC will feature Dr. Changzhen Gong, President of the
American Academy of Acupuncture. The
topic of Dr. Gong’s presentation will be
“Chinese Medicine—Business Opportunities for Trade”.
The fee is US$20 per person or 2008
membership in UCBC. College students
can attend for free. Those interested in attending should contact Jim Smith by e-mail
at ucbcevent@gmail.com or by phone at
612-865-6543.
The meeting will be held at a new location:
American Academy of Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine
1925 West County Road B-2
Roseville, MN 55113
For more information about the American Academy of Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine visit www.aaaom.org or call
651-631-0204 

Advice from Page 10
China’s Company Law, which has been
in effect since July 1, 1994, permits the
opening of branches by foreign companies
but, as a policy matter, China still restricts
this entry approach to selected banks, insurance companies, accounting and law firms.
While representative offices are given a
registration certificate, branch offices obtain
an actual operating or business license and
can engage in profit-making activities.
Establishing a representative office
gives a company increased control over a
dedicated sales force and permits greater
utilization of its specialized technical expertise. The cost of supporting a modest representative office ranges from [US$]250,000
to [US$]500,000 per year, depending on its
size and how it is staffed. The largest expenses are rent for office space and housing,
expatriate salaries and benefits.
On May 19, 2004, the Chinese State
Council published its decision to cancel and
adjust the administrative approval on organizations. Starting July 1, 2004, foreign trading companies, manufacturers, forwarding
companies, contractors, consulting firms,
advertising firms, investment companies,
leasing companies and other economic and
trade organizations can register their representative offices directly with AICs without
prior approval from the Foreign Economic
Relation and Trade Commission.
Establishing a Chinese Subsidiary
A locally-incorporated equity or cooperative joint venture with one or more Chinese
partners, or a wholly foreign-owned enterprise (WFOE, often pronounced “woofy”),

Harbin from Page 9
During the Second World War the infamous
Japanese 731 Division, a germ warfare
experimental base, was located there, horrifically killing many Chinese and other
nationals.
After the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949, Harbin swiftly
recovered from the years of war and rose
to be one of the few major economic cities
in China. It also provided strong backup
to the Chinese army who were fighting
the Americans in North Korea in the early
1950s. Later, the former Soviet Union’s aid
projects helped build Harbin into one of
China’s heavy industrial bases.
[In 2004,] students from South High
School in Minneapolis and Harbin #1 MS
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may be the final step in developing markets
for a company’s products. In-country production avoids import restrictions - including relatively high tariffs - and provides
U.S. firms with greater control over both
intellectual property and marketing. The establishment of a WFOE in China has gained
in popularity among U.S. firms as a result of
an easing of restrictions, directly attributed
to China’s accession to the WTO.
The role of the Chinese partner in the
success or failure of a joint venture cannot be over-emphasized. A good Chinese
partner will have the connections to help
smooth over red tape and obstructive bureaucrats; a bad partner, on the other hand,
can make even the most promising venture
fail. Common investor complaints concern
conflicts of interest (e.g., the partner setting
up competing businesses), bureaucracy and
violations of confidentiality). The protection
of intellectual property, no matter the form
of cooperation, is one of the most pressing
matters for U.S. firms doing business in
China. American companies should bear in
mind that joint ventures are time-consuming
and resource demanding, and will involve
constant and prudent monitoring of critical
areas such as finance, personnel and basic
operations in order for them to be a success. 
Source: U.S. Commercial Service China
http://www.buyusa.gov/china/en/chinabiztips.html
Editor’s note: A previous version of the
U.S. Commercial Service’s Essential China
Advice was printed in the March 2003 and
March 2004 issues of ChinaInsight.

[participated] in an historic educational
exchange through the US-China Youth
Exchange Program. They [experienced] a
different culture and [learned] a new perspective. This is the essence of the sister
city program in action. By reaching out
and learning about others we can learn more
about ourselves. By trying to understand
and relate to others, we gain a greater perspective of our own communities and our
place in the world. 
Editor’s note: This article was originally
printed in the August 2003 issue of ChinaInsight. The article has been amended
to reflect population changes and events
that have occurred since the article was
written.

Yiwu sees first drop in
export to U.S.
China's largest distribution center for
small commodities Yiwu recorded a 4.07
percent year-on-year drop in export to the
United States in the first quarter, the first
decline since the marketplace was launched
three decades ago.
Yiwu exported $48.47 million worth of
goods to the United States in the first quarter, after its export to that country surged
35.2 percent last year to $255.52 million,
according the local bureau of industry and
commerce.
The decline was a result of a number of
factors, including the subprime crisis, the
tight monetary policy adopted by China,
renminbi appreciation, price rises of raw
material, the ice and snow crisis early this
year and the market's closure for the Spring
Festival, according to an observer with the
Yiwu Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation Bureau.

China's largest hosiery manufacturer
Zhejiang Mengna Knitting Co Ltd said that
the U.S. subprime crisis was being felt more
in the eastern Chinese town.
"U.S. clients began to delay payment in
January. They were telling us to postpone
transport of goods, saying they still had
some in stock, while they used to hurry us
to do so," Mengna's export director Zhang
Xiaojun said.
Some small-sized businesses were
under greater pressure, as their profits that
were usually low could evaporate as renminbi appreciated. They faced the loss of
clients when raising prices.
The Yiwu market, with more than
50,000 stalls, reported a trade volume of
3.48 billion yuan ($497.14 million) last
year. 
Source: Xinhua/China Daily
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Bucks’ Yi absent for
final game against
Timberwolves
By Jennifer Nordin, Staff Writer

Appreciation Night to thank fans for their
support. The Timberwolves handed out numerous prizes throughout the game and fans
had the opportunity to get autographed merchandise after the game. The highlight of
Fan Appreciation Night was the FastBreak
Foundation’s presentation of a US$10,000
grant to the Children’s Home Society and
Family Services, a non-profit organization
that provides support and social services to
at-risk youth and their families.
The Timberwolves ended the season on
Apr. 16 with a 110-101 win over the Milwaukee Bucks in OT. The Timberwolves
led at the end of the first quarter, the Bucks
led at the end of the half and the end of
the third quarter. The score was tied at
94 at the end of the fourth quarter. Randy
Foye scored 10 of the Wolves’ 16 points in
overtime.
Absent from the Bucks’ roster was
rookie Yi Jiang Lian of China. Yi missed the
last 8 games of the season with a sprained
MCL in his left knee. The injury did not require surgery and Coach Larry Krystkowiak
believes Yi will be ready to play for China
in the Olympics this summer.

Fan Appreciation Night

As the last game of the season, the
Timberwolves made the Apr. 16 game Fan

“Pay the Pick”

The Timberwolves also introduced the
“Pay the Pick” Promotion, in which fans
could pay as little as US$1 per game (US$43
for season tickets) for the entire 2008-09
NBA season, depending on the team’s lottery fortunes. The price that fans will pay
per game will match the team’s draft pick
number, which will be determined at the
NBA Draft Lottery on May 20.
In order to capitalize on the “Pay the
Pick” promotion, fans need to put down a
US$43 non-refundable deposit before the
draft lottery on May 20. This offer is limited
to the first 500 fans to place a deposit, with
a limit of 10 tickets per person, and is valid
for select sections in Target Center. For
more information, fans should visit www.
timberwolves.com or call 612-337-3865.



My Olympic Story:
100 days, 100
stories
Were you born on Aug. 8, the date the
Beijing Olympics begin? Are you full of
knowledge about Olympic events? Then
you're already playing a role in the Beijing
Olympics ...
If you think you have an Olympic
destiny, don't keep it to yourself; tell your
story and inspire others! Allow us to share
your Olympic experience with the rest of
the world today.
The official Web site of the Olympic
Games is asking for stories that reflect
your support for the Olympics and the
contributions you are making towards the
preparations for the Games. We welcome

stories from all perspectives. You can also
send pictures!
Entries will be accepted until Aug. 6. Beginning Apr. 29, on the occasion of the 100day countdown to the start of the Games, we
will select and post one story every day until
August 6, for a total of 100 stories.
The star of every selected story will receive a special certificate and commemorative Olympic souvenir, and the 100 selected
stories will be published as an anthology
and become a part of the Olympic Museum
collection as a cultural legacy of the Beijing
Olympics.
Please log on to http://en.beijing2008.
cn/story/ for more information.

China claims six
gold medals at
Shooting World Cup
Chinese veteran Qu Ridong defeated
the current world record holder, Vincent
Hancock of the United States, with a total
score of 144, winning the last gold medal
at the Good Luck Beijing 2008 ISSF World
Cup on Sunday, April 20, at the Beijing

Shooting Range CTF.
Amid heavy rain on the last competition
day, Qu, the 2006 Qingyuan World Cup
champion, shot down the last gold in the
Men’s Skeet event for the host team. Russian
Konstantin Tsuranov won a silver medal

with a score of 143, followed by Andrea
Filippetti of Italy with 143.
Frustrated by continuous misplay in the
afternoon’s final, the 19-year-old Hancock,
the top seed qualifier, dropped out of gold
medal contention and placed fourth.
Earlier in the afternoon, another young
French shooter, Josselin Henry, surprisingly
earned the Men’s 50m Rifle 3 Positions title
and helped bring France just behind host
China in the medal tally with three gold
medals. Russia followed with two.
“Chinese people would be very happy
because they are doing an excellent job,”
said ISSF Vice President Medhat Wahdan
after the final competition. He was particularly satisfied with the green energy applied

at the event. 
Source: http://en.beijing2008.cn
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demographics
and percentages in this paper are usually
reported as a range.
Changes in race categories also make
comparisons between 1990 and 2000
problematic. In the 1990 Census, the
Asian and Pacific Islander population
were grouped as were the Chinese and
Taiwanese populations; however these
populations were separate in Census
2000. In 1990, Hmong was listed with a
checkbox under Other Asian and Pacific
Islander; in 2000, Hmong was not listed
with a checkbox and had to be handwritten
in the Other Asian space.

www.chinainsight.info
Cambodians (5,530 to 6,533) and Laotians
(9,940 to 11,516) also displayed rapid growth
from 1990 to 2000. Minnesota ranked second
among the states in the number of Hmong,
third in the number of Laotians and sixth in
the number of Cambodians in 2000, using the
single race and category designation.

How many Asians live in Minnesota?

Asians are concentrated in metropolitan counties
and cities
In general, Asian groups are concentrated
in the seven-county Twin Cities region and
Olmsted County. Hennepin County has the
largest total Asian population at between
52,457 and 61,923. Over half of the Asian
population in Minnesota lives in five cities

Using the Asian alone and one group
designation, Minnesota’s Asian population nearly doubled from 1990 to 2000,
increasing from 76,952 to 139,032. The
national Asian population grew by nearly
1.5 times during the period, rising from
6,908,638 to 10,019,410. Although the
Asian population in Minnesota grew faster
than the nation’s, only 2.8 percent of the
state’s population is Asian, lower than the
national average of 3.6 percent (single
race, one Asian group).
The make-up of Minnesota’s Asian
population is different than the nation’s in
2000. In the United States, the three largest groups are Chinese except Taiwanese,
Filipino and Asian Indian, representing 58
percent of the Asian population. In Minnesota, these three groups represent only 28
percent of the Asian population, using the
single race and group designation. More
than half of Minnesota’s Asian population (77,140) are Southeast Asians, which
includes Cambodians, Hmong, Laotians,
Thais and Vietnamese.
The range of numbers includes the
single and multiple race or group identifications. The lower number represents
Asian alone and one Asian group and the
higher number includes multiple race and/
or multiple Asian groups. In Census 2000,
the largest Asian populations in Minnesota were Hmong (41,800 to 45,443),
Vietnamese (18,824 to 20,570), Asian
Indians (16,887 to 19,963) and Chinese
except Taiwanese (15,484 to 18,622).

in the Twin Cities region: St. Paul (34,666
to 39,586), Minneapolis (22,963 to 27,217),
Brooklyn Park (6,093 to 6,893), Bloomington
(4,234 to 4,983) and Eagan (3,310 to 3,841).
Hmong are most heavily concentrated in cities in the seven-county region, while Korean
and Filipino populations are more widely
dispersed throughout the state.
Hmong are the largest Asian group in Minnesota; more than 92 percent live in Hennepin
and Ramsey counties. St. Paul has the largest
concentration of Hmong of any city in the U.S.
at 24,389 to 26,509. Minneapolis has 9,595 to
10,489 Hmong, the second largest concentration of Hmong of any city in the state. Outside
the Twin Cities area, large Hmong populations
live in Lyon (222 to 242), and Olmsted (215
to 234) counties.
Vietnamese are the second largest Asian
group in Minnesota in 2000. Eighty-four
percent live in the seven-county Twin Cities
region (15,836 to 17,205). Hennepin County
has the largest population of Vietnamese in
Minnesota at 8,066 to 8,694. Among cities,
St. Paul has the largest Vietnamese population in the state at 2,767 to 2,915. Rochester,
Worthington, St. Cloud, Mankato, Austin,
Duluth and Moorhead all have Vietnamese
communities of more than 100.
The next largest group is Asian Indian.
About 85 percent of the Asian Indians are
found in the Twin Cities region (14,315 to
16,887). Hennepin County has nearly three
times as many Asian Indians as any other
county at 7,963 to 9,226. For cities, Minneapolis has the largest concentration of Asian

Asians in Minnesota,
2000
By Gail Carlson, Minnesota Planning State Demographic Center
Minnesota’s Asian population nearly
doubled and grew faster than the U.S. Asian
population from 1990 to 2000. Southeast
Asians are the largest Asian group in Minnesota whereas in the U.S., Chinese except
Taiwanese and Filipinos predominate.
The rapid increase in Minnesota’s Hmong
population from 1990 to 2000 has attracted
media attention. Less noticed has been
the rapid growth of other Asian groups,
such as Vietnamese, Asian Indians and
Chinese except Taiwanese. Asian groups
are concentrated in the metropolitan areas
of the state, particularly the seven-county
Twin Cities region, with enclaves scattered
throughout the state. Changes in the way
race was reported in Census 2000 provide
a range of numbers for each Asian group,

rather than an exact number. This working
paper will explore Census 2000 results with
regard to the unique blend of Asian groups
in Minnesota.
Changes in the Census questionnaire
Several changes in the Census questionnaire since 1990 limit comparison of
data between Censuses. In Census 2000,
respondents could identify as belonging
to a single race or more than one race. In
addition, Asians could identify with up to
18 Asian groups, resulting in millions of
possible race and Asian group combinations.
(See table for examples of possible race and
group combinations.) An exact number can
no longer be calculated for any detailed
race or group. For this reason, numbers
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demographics

Most Cambodians live in the sevencounty Twin Cities region. Hennepin County has the highest number of Cambodians at

Indians in Minnesota at 1,816 to 2,369. Outside the Twin Cities area, large numbers of
Asian Indians live in Olmsted County (828
to 908), and Stearns County (263 to 298).
Chinese except Taiwanese is the fourth
largest group. Sixty-two percent live in
either Hennepin or Ramsey county (9,634
to 11,425). Hennepin County has the most
Chinese except Taiwanese (6,350 to 7,625).
For cities, Minneapolis has the largest population of Chinese except Taiwanese at 2,369
to 2,822. Outside the Twin Cities area, there
are concentrations in Olmsted County (745
to 854), and Stearns County (261 to 332).
There are 12,584 to 15,255 Koreans
in Minnesota, and they are more scattered
throughout the state than other Asian groups.
Rochester, St. Cloud and Duluth each have
Korean communities of more than 100.
Hennepin County has the most Koreans at

4,527 to 5,330, and Minneapolis is home to
1,637 to 1,934 Koreans.
Half of the Laotians in Minnesota live
in Hennepin County (5,014 to 5,599).
Minneapolis has 2,212 to 2,522 Laotians
followed by Brooklyn Park with 1,216 to
1,299. There are several other areas in the
state with sizeable Laotian populations: 499
to 549 in Olmsted County, 458 to 529 in
Nobles County, and 228 to 248 in Roseau
County.
There are between 6,284 and 9,696
Filipinos in Minnesota. The largest concentrations are found in Hennepin (1,979 to
2,903), and Ramsey counties (957 to 1,400).
St. Paul has the largest Filipino population
in the state at 655 to 923, followed by Minneapolis at 615 to 945. There are more than
100 Filipinos found in Olmsted, St. Louis,
Stearns and Swift counties.

1,548 to 1,819, followed by Ramsey County
at 1,358 to 1,611. The city of St. Paul has
the largest Cambodian population at 1,138
to 1,358. Olmsted County has a sizeable
number of Cambodians at 973 to 1,128, as
does Dakota County at 638 to 759.
Outside the Twin Cities region, Rochester has the largest population of Asians
at 4,747 to 5,504. Rochester has 788 to 858
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Asian Indian residents, 808 to 945 Cambodians, the second largest concentration in
the state, and 729 to 782 Vietnamese. Other
large Asian concentrations are found in St.
Cloud, with 1,807 to 2,137, Duluth with 976
to 1,268, and Worthington with 776 to 917.
Worthington is home to the second largest
concentration of Laotians (443 to 510) outside the Twin Cities region.
Minnesota’s Asian population grew
rapidly in the 1990s. Hmong, Vietnamese
and Asian Indians experienced the largest
increases, particularly in metropolitan areas,
where jobs are plentiful, support services
are available and there are established Asian
communities. New combinations of race and
Asian groups from Census 2000 recognize
the blending of American culture.
Editor’s note: The Minnesota State Demographic Center working paper,Asians
in Minnesota, 2000 is from March 2002.
More information can be found at www.mnplan.state.mn.us or by e-mailing helpline@
mmplan.state.mn.us. The next U.S. Census
will be in 2010.
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